SS&C | Blue Prism® Document Automation
Turn handwritten documents and low-quality machine
print paper into decision-ready information immediately

Data makes all the difference
Document Automation is the proven platform for reading,
enriching, and delivering data from paper, images and PDFs.
It enables businesses to accept end-customer information in
any form and turn it into decision-ready data.
With Document Automation at the front of your automation
strategy, your work is intelligently extracted, prioritized,
contextualized and routed to fit directly into your current
business processes, improving your downstream workflow.

Speed. Power. Accuracy.
Document Automation is a central link between inputs – the
mailroom, digital portals – and downstream CRMs, enterprise
content management systems, and business process
management engines.
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Document Automation:

• Surpasses human accuracy where it counts: identifiers
like Tax ID numbers and monetary data

• Increases throughput rates and lowers cycle times
• Scales to meet throughput demands of your largest
and most complex workflows

• Eliminates paper backlogs and non-standard workflows

For more information, visit
www.blueprism.com

How Document Automation works
Document Automation provides a comprehensive solution for extracting handwriting and low-quality machine print from
paper and turning it into automation-ready data. With Document Automation, you can continuously extract data from
new documents as they come in to save time and reduce costs, and digitize historical data to feed machine learning
models or provide a searchable repository.
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What it means for your business

Optimize
operations

Exceed customer
expectations

Eliminate
process errors

Automate lowvalue tasks

Deliver
automation
effectiveness

About SS&C Blue Prism
SS&C Blue Prism enables organizations to transform experiences and unlock new business value every day. Our intelligent
automation solutions empower you to build a unified workforce of people and digital co-workers to ensure you leverage
the right resource, every time, for the right business outcome. We help you transform customer and employee journeys by
connecting work at every level, eliminating functional silos and aligning work to outcomes. All with the visibility, alignment
and control you need across the entire business, and the agility to adapt to changing requirements and achieve the results
your business demands.
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